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We report on results of a Time-of-Flight (TOF) counter prototype in beam tests at SLAC and Fermilab.

Using two identical 64-pixel Photonis Microchannel Plate Photomultipliers (MCP-PMTs) to provide start

and stop signals, each having a 1-cm-long quartz Cherenkov radiator, we have achieved a timing

resolution of sSingle_detector�14 ps.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

This paper reports on the performance of a novel Time-of-
Flight (TOF) technique using a quartz radiator, and a fast
photodetector coupled to 1 GHz bandwidth (BW) electronics.

We present2 new timing measurements with the Photonis
85011 Microchannel Plate Photomultipliers (MCP-PMT) with
10mm holes. Each PMT had an 8�8 array of 6 mm�6 mm anode
pads. We used two identical detectors (Fig. 1a), both equipped
with the same electronics. The setup was tested in the SLAC and
Fermilab test beams. The same detectors were also used in laser
diode tests [1].

We considered two possible choices of the Cherenkov radiator:
(a) segment the radiator into cubes, each concentrating the light
on small number of pads (four pads connected together in these
tests). In this case the detector has a larger signal and can operate
at lower gain, or (b) the non-segmented radiator is part of the
MCP-PMT window (so called ‘‘stepped face’’ Photonis MCP-PMT),
with all 64 pads instrumented. In this case the Cherenkov light
from the single particle populates up to 16 pads and the typical
charge per pad is only a few photoelectrons, therefore the detector
needs to operate at higher gain. In this paper we describe tests
simulating the first option only, although a test of the second
option is under way.
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We operated both MCP-PMTs at a low gain (�2�104), where
the detector is not sensitive to single photoelectrons, however it
has a linear response in the range of number of photoelectrons
(Npe�3575). This is a departure from the previous method [2],
where we operated in the single photoelectron mode. We believe
that a low gain operation will help the aging and rate issues in
high rate applications.3

This TOF detector is being considered as a possible option for a
Super-B particle identification, PID, detector [3] in the forward
regions. Generally, a TOF-based PID is competitive with a RICH PID
up to a momentum of �4 GeV/c, if one has at least 2 m of TOF
path: for example, (a) with sTOF �5–10 ps one can compete with
an Aerogel RICH (n�1.03), or, (b) with sTOF�15–20 ps one can
compete with a DIRC-like RICH (n�1.47 [3]. However, the TOF
technique cannot compete with a gaseous RICH at higher
momenta.

For a Super-B PID application, the detector must work at 16 kG,
which means that the MCP hole diameter must be 10mm or less
[4].
2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1b shows the MCP-PMT enclosure with a fused silica
radiator (10 mm dia., 10 mm long) and fiber optics. The MCP-PMT
has 64 pads; four pads under the radiator were shorted together
and connected to an amplifier. The other pads were shorted to
3 Initial laboratory aging tests at low gain are consistent with this hypothesis.

Such a detector does not see a single photoelectron background, it is sensitive only

to charged particles. These tests are in progress.
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Fig. 2. (a) An estimate of the wavelength bandwidth of the presented TOF1

detector. (b) Typical peak QE at 420 nm scaled from the Photonis ‘‘ideal’’ QE using

the ‘‘blue’’ sensitivity in mm/Blm for each tube.

Fig. 3. (a) Lab setup to measure the time calibration and the electronics resolution

(the MCP-PMTs were disconnected in this test). (b) Time calibration of the Ortec

TAC/ADC system. (c) The output of the special calibration pulser. (d) The

electronics resolution depends on where the peak is located in the ADC. In case

of the lab test (squares), the setup was as in (a). In the Fermilab test (diamond), a

high BW analog splitter was used to feed a TOF1 MCP-PMT output to both Start and

Stop circuits.

Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section of the MCP-PMT 85011 used in our tests. (b) Two identical

detector setups were built to allow a relative start–stop measurement using either

a laser or a beam. Each detector has a fiber connector for the laser diode calibration

(in the beam we remove the fiber to reduce the mass). The picture also shows a 1-

cm-long quartz radiator, coupled to the MCP window with an optical grease.

J. Va’vra et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A ] (]]]]) ]]]–]]]2
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ground. Two identical MCP-PMT detectors were prepared, both
having 10mm dia. holes.4 Fig. 2a shows the wavelength bandwidth
of the TOF1 detector. Peak quantum efficiencies at 420 nm for
both TOF detectors are shown in Fig. 2b, together with other MCP
detector examples. Based on integration in Fig. 2a, the expected
numbers (Npe) are �30 for the TOF1 and 42 for the TOF2 counters,
assuming a 10-mm-long quartz radiator and the Photonis Bialkali
4 Two Burle/Photonis MCP-PMTs, S/N: 11180401 and 7300714.
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Fig. 4. Electronics setup used in the Fermilab test. It uses the same Ortec

electronics, but in addition, we used LeCroy2249 ADCs to monitor the MCP pulse

height.
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photocathode data for the two tubes.5 We will assume an average
of the two, Npe ¼ 3575.

The electronics6 used in the SLAC tests and its pulser7

calibration is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows the resulting time
calibration of the Ortec TAC/ADC system. The scope picture of
pulses from this pulser is shown in Fig. 3c; the pulser produces
one start and multiple equally spaced random stops. The result of
this calibration is 3.19 ps/count. The Fermilab electronics was the
same as in the SLAC laboratory and beam tests, with the exception
of adding ADCs to monitor the MCP-PMT pulse heights, which
allowed additional cuts and time-walk corrections to the constant
fraction discriminator, CFD, timing; this proved to be a significant
improvement. Fig. 3d shows the SLAC laboratory test results
together with one point from the Fermilab test, where the output
from one detector was used for both start and stop branches of the
electronics using a high bandwidth splitter.8 One can see that the
Fermilab test beam electronics’ contribution to a single detector
was sElectronics_single_detector ¼ sElectronics_two_detectors O2–4.6 ps, i.e.
it is somewhat worse than in the SLAC lab test result of
sElectronics_single_detector �2.5 ps for the same ADC value of �1800
counts. One can also see that the electronics resolution depends
on the ADC count, probably a feature of this particular TAC, i.e.,
one could reach �2 ps for even smaller ADC values of �500. The
SLAC test operated near �3700 count, while the Fermilab test was
operating near �2000 counts. The electronics resolution of 2–3 ps
is one of the best results ever achieved, to our knowledge; it
means that the electronics noise does not limit our results.

The SLAC End Station A 10 GeV/c electron beam had a spot size
of s�1–2 mm [5,6]. The beam pile-up, which is a typical intensity
related problem due to SLAC’s short duty cycle, were eliminated
with the lead glass. We used the same electronics as in the
laboratory tests (Fig. 3a). The same laser system was used to
calibrate the detectors prior to the particle beam (Fig. 3a), and we
achieved the same performance in the test beam as in the lab.
However, we did not measure the MCP-PMT pulse heights during
5 Npe is calculated using various known efficiencies and transmissions,

including the real QE based on the luminous sensitivity for both detectors

provided by the Photonis.
6 Electronics: Ortec 9327 CFD with 10� internal 1 GHz BW amplification, TAC

588, CFD 9327, and 14 bit ADC 114. CFD arming thresholds was �10 mV, the CFD

walk (zero-crossing) threshold was +5 mV.
7 200 MHz pulser with one start & multiple equally spaced random stops,

made by Impeccable instruments, LLC, Knoxville, TN, USA, www.ImpeccableIn-

struments.com.
8 Minicircuits, high BW analog splitter ZFRSC-42+.

Please cite this article as: J. Va’vra, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2
the beam test, and therefore could not do the off-line ADC-based
corrections.

The 120 GeV proton test beam at Fermilab had a larger spot
size, but we triggered on a small scintillator 2 mm�2 mm size
viewed by two PMTs. The electronics was the same as in the SLAC
tests, however it included the ADC measurement on the MCP-PMT
pulses, see Fig. 4. In addition, the test had a 2 mm scintillator
defining a small ‘‘in-time’’ beam spot. The electronics setting was
the same as in the SLAC beam test.

Both beam tests used the nominal Photonis-recommended
resistor chain9 [1]. Fig. 5c shows the gain dependencies of the two
detectors.10 We run detectors at the low gain of �2�104.
3. Experimental results with a laser diode

Ref. 1 describes results using the laser diode in more detail. The
tests used a laser diode11 with an 80:10:10 fiber splitter (Fig. 3a).
The single detector resolution is obtained by dividing the
measured resolution by O2. The laser diode optics produced a
1 mm spot on the MCP face. The laser tests at low gain simulated
the detector running conditions as used in the test beam: Fig. 5a
shows the measured resolution as a function of the number of
photoelectrons12 (Npe) at low gain for the CFD arming thresholds
of �10 mV, the CFD walk (zero-crossing) threshold of +5 mV and
MCP-PMT voltages of 2.28 and 2.0 kV, respectively, and compares
it with a prediction.13 The prediction agrees well with the data if
we assume that the transit time spread (the resolution for a single
photoelectron) is sTTS (extrapolated to Npe ¼ 1) �120 ps; such a
large value of sTTS is consistent with our choice of low gain
operation in order to be linear for signals of up to Npe �30–50,
where we measure sSingle_detector �20 ps, see Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b shows
an extrapolation to Npe ¼ 1 in a log–log representation.

Fig. 5a–e show the resolution as a function of gain. One can see
that the 1/ONpe dependence is only approximate as the amplifier
saturates at large gain and Npe values, and we use it for eye
guidance only. The resolution generally improves as one increases
the gain. Fig. 5e shows the results at highest gain of �106 with a
full single photoelectron sensitivity. As one increases Npe, the
resolution is initially worse for Npe �2–15, then it improves for
Npe 430; at that point the amplifier is fully saturated. An attempt
to set the gain to one by placing a 20 dB attenuator in front of the
9327 CFD did not improve the resolution for large Npe. It therefore
appears that the best one can do is sSingle_detector �12 ps for Npe

�30–50. This type of tuning is clearly dependent on the choice of
electronics and the detector.

The limiting resolution at very large Npe�250 in Fig. 5a is found
to be sSingle_detector �5.0 ps. We estimate that the MCP-PMT
contribution to this result is sMCP�PMTo4.5 ps.14

Fig. 5f shows the calibration of Npe as a function of number of
attenuators, which are used to adjust the light intensity. Fig. 5g
shows the gain dependence on voltage for both detectors.

One should point out that the PiLas laser is not a limiting factor
in our laser resolution measurements. PiLas company streak
9 We used the resistor chain values: 500 kW:5 MW:500 kW.
10 The MCP-PMT voltages were 2.2 kV (TOF1) and 2.0 kV (TOF2) in the

Fermilab test. In the SLAC test we tried several voltages close to these values.
11 PiLas laser diode, 635 nm, FWHMLaser_diode �32 ps at 1 kHz.
12 Laser diode light was attenuated by Mylar attenuators and Npe was

determined by several methods: (a) scope, (b) ADC measurement, and (c)

statistical arguments.
13 Laser tests only: s�O[sMCP-PMT

2 +sLaser
2 +sElectronics

2 ]�O[sTTS/ON-

pe)
2+O((FWHMLaser_diode/2.35)/ONpe)2+(sElectronics)

2].
14 MCP-PMT contribution to resolution: sMCP-PMToO1/2{sU-[sElectronics

U
�

sPulser
U ]}o4.5 ps, where s�7.0 ps, sPulser �2 ps, and sElectronics ¼ 3.42 ps,

sSingle_detector ¼ 7.0 ps/O2 ¼ 5.0 ps.

009), doi:10.1016/j.nima.2009.04.053
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Fig. 5. (a) Measured laser diode timing resolution as a function of number of photoelectrons (Npe) and gain. Solid curves show the calculation assuming sTTS�120. (b) the

same as (a) but in log–log representation. (c)–(e) The same as (a), but vary gain and assume different sTTS. (f) Calibration of Npe as a function of the number of attenuators

in the laser diode light using different methods: (i) oscilloscope, (ii) ADC, and (iii) statistical argument. (g) Gain curves for the two detectors used in all tests described in

this paper. Both detectors had MCP holes of 10mm dia.
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camera measurement for this particular laser diode indicates
FWHM �32 ps for 1 kHz frequency and the same tune choice
(generally the laser diode timing resolution and its tail depend on
Please cite this article as: J. Va’vra, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2
the laser diode frequency, power, and a type of diode). This means
that the laser diode contributes sLaser_diode �13.6 ps to the TTS
measurement in our case, which gets divided by ONpe for larger
009), doi:10.1016/j.nima.2009.04.053
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Fig. 6. Single photoelectron timing resolution of TOF1 counter with the laser diode

used in this paper. The data obtained at very high gain of �106 at 2.8 kV, HPK

C5594-44 amplifier with a gain of 63� , Phillips 715 CFD and LeCroy TDC2248, and

for single pad connected, while the rest of them grounded.

single detector
    ~ 24 ps

Fig. 7. (a) The single-detector resolution obtained in a 10 GeV electron beam at

J. Va’vra et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A ] (]]]]) ]]]–]]] 5
number of photoelectrons. This means that we can measure sTTS

of our MCP-PMTs. Fig. 6 shows our best result of the sTTS

measurement for the TOF1 detector at very high gain (2.8 kV) [2].
The tail of the distribution is composed of both (a) laser diode
contribution and (b) photoelectron recoils from top MCP surface.
If we subtract a contribution from the laser diode sLaser_diode and
the TDC resolution (25 ps/count), we get sTTS �28 ps for the TOF1
MCP-PMT detector. Therefore both TOF detectors used in this
paper can reach a very good TTS performance at very high gain.
However, as pointed out earlier, we have chosen to operate the
detectors at very low gain.
SLAC with the Photonis MCP-PMT setup shown on Fig. 1. Both detectors had MCP

holes of 10mm dia. No off-line ADC-based correction was applied, i.e., we accepted

all events. (b) Timing stability during the SLAC beam run was excellent.

16 The oscilloscope-based measurement would indicate a higher value of

Npe ¼ 45710; this discrepancy could be related to several less-known corrections

in the oscilloscope test.
17 Beam test—s�O[sMCP-PMT

2 +sRadiator
2 +sPad

2 +sElectronics
2 ]�O[(sTTS/ONpe)2+(((L/
4. Experimental results with the test beam

The first beam test was done in a 10 GeV/c electron beam at
SLAC. We found that the aluminum coating of the quartz radiator
rods was not uniform, and therefore, we expected that the number
of photoelectrons would be somewhat smaller, which explains the
worse timing resolution of sSingle_detector ¼ [10.73 counts�3.19
ps/count]/O2 �24 ps, as shown in Fig. 7a. This plot contains all
events, i.e., no cuts on the MCP pulse heights, nor the ADC
correction to the CFD timing are involved. Fig. 7b shows perfect
timing stability during the run.

The second beam test was done in a 120 GeV/c proton beam at
Fermilab. This time the detectors had improved radiator coating.15

In addition, as we described in Fig. 4, this test implemented the
ADC off-line corrections. Fig. 8a shows the results for all events
without any ADC cut or CFD time-walk correction. This result is to
be compared to Fig. 7a. Fig. 8b shows the final resolution of
ssingle_detector ¼ [6.312 counts�3.19 ps/count]/O2 �14 ps,
corresponding to tight cuts on the MCP-PMT pulse heights,
shown in Fig. 8c, and the time-walk correction to the CFD
timing, shown on Fig. 8d. The results clearly indicate that one has
to be careful losing photoelectrons, and that the CFD needs to be
corrected for the time-walk, to achieve the ultimate resolution.

Taking advantage of the pulse height measurement used in the
Fermilab test, one can estimate the number of photoelectrons.
Fig. 9 shows the ADC spectra and resulting expected Npe statistics
15 Aluminum coating of the sides was made by the Photonis Co.

Please cite this article as: J. Va’vra, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2
from both MCP-PMT detectors. It indicates that a number of Npe is
about 23–25 on average. As was mentioned earlier, a calculation
gives an estimate of �3575 photoelectrons for the average of the
two detectors, taking into account all known efficiencies and
degradation factors shown in Fig. 2.16

Fig. 10 compares the data in both beam tests with a simple
model17 parameterized as a function of the calculated number of
photoelectrons (Npe). We quote the calculated Npe to be 3575 for
the Fermilab beam test. The predicted curve assumes a value of
sTTS (extrapolated to Npe ¼ 1) �120 ps, which is consistent with a
low gain measurement shown on Fig. 5a. Fig. 10 also shows the
measured sTTS of �28 ps [2], obtained at very high gain operation,
and a corresponding model’s prediction. If this is the case, one
could achieve, in principle, a timing resolution of �10 ps for
Npe�15, and therefore one could use a thinner radiator. This limit
was not reached with this particular detector/electronics setup in
our laboratory tests. There is a hint, however, from Fig. 5d that one
should set the amplifier gain to unity if one wants to use the 9327
CFD.
cosYC)/(300mm/ps)/ngroup)/O(12Npe))2+((Lpad/300mm/ps)/O(12Npe))2+sElectronics
2 ],

where L is a radiator length, Lpad is a pixel size, Npe is a number of photoelectrons,

and ngroup is a group refraction index.

009), doi:10.1016/j.nima.2009.04.053
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single detector

    ~ 14 ps

single detector

    ~ 17 ps

Fig. 8. (a) The single-detector resolution obtained in a 120 GeV proton beam at Fermilab with the Photonis MCP-PMT. Both detectors had MCP holes of 10mm dia. No off-

line correction to the CFD timing, and accepting all events. (b) The same result, but applying time-to-ADC correction to the CFD timing, and applying tight ADC cuts, as

shown in (c) and (d).

J. Va’vra et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A ] (]]]]) ]]]–]]]6
It is interesting to ask how the resolution depends on the
radiator length. We use a simple model,18 which assumes a
18 Fermilab beam test—sTTS(extrapolate to Npe ¼ 1) ¼ 120 ps: sTOF�O[s2
MCP-PMT

+sRadiator
2 +sPad broadenibng

2 +sElectronics
2 ] ¼ O[(sTTS/ONpe)2+(((L�1000mm/cosYC)/

(300mm/ps)/ngroup)/O(12Npe))2+((2�1000mm/300mm/ps)/O(12Npe))2+(4.6 ps)2]

For L ¼ 12 mm: sTOF�O [18.52+3.92+0.32+4.62]�19.5 ps.

Nagoya beam test [9]—sTTS(Npe ¼ 1) ¼ 32 ps (high gain): sTOF�O[s2
MCP-PMT

+sRadiator
2 +sPad broadenibng

2 +sElectronics
2 ] ¼ O[(sTTS/ONpe)2+(((L�1000mm/cosYC)/

Please cite this article as: J. Va’vra, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2
1/ONpe dependence, for both tests, i.e. our Fermilab test and
compare it to the Nagoya test [9]. This model neglects the fact that
the later arriving photoelectrons from a longer radiator may
contribute smaller weight to the timing resolution, especially for a
very high gain operation as in the case of Fig. 11b [9]. For the low
(footnote continued)

(300mm/ps)/ngroup)/O(12Npe))2+((5�1000mm/300mm/ps)/O(12Npe))2+(4.1 ps)2]

For L ¼ 13 mm: sTOF�O[4.182+3.62+0.632+4.12]�6.9 ps.

009), doi:10.1016/j.nima.2009.04.053

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2009.04.053
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Npe ~
~ [(Mean-Ped)/ ]2

~ [(185.7-7.7)/35.4]2

        ~ 25

      Npe ~
~ [(Mean-Ped)/ ]2

~ [(213.1-11.5)/42]2

        ~ 23

Fig. 9. Pulse height spectra from each TOF detector during the Fermilab beam test,

corresponding to Fig. 8. It shows the number of expected photoelectrons

determined from the statistics of the pulse height spectra during the beam test.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the SLAC and Fermilab test beam data and the simple

model, assuming the ‘‘extrapolated’’ sTTS of 120 ps for low gain operation

(diamonds), see Fig. 5a. The graph also shows the simple model assuming sTTS

measurement with a laser diode at very high gain (square) [2].

Fig. 11. (a) A comparison of the Fermilab test beam result and a prediction of the

resolution as a function of the radiator length, assuming the ‘‘extrapolated’’

measurement of sTTS �120 ps and 35 pe/10 mm radiator length. (b) The same for

the Nagoya test, assuming sTTS �32 ps and 45 pe/10 mm radiator length [9].
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gain operation the 1/ONpe dependence seems to work, see Fig. 5a
and b. One concludes that a 10 mm radiator length is a reasonable
choice for the low gain operation; a high gain operation would
allow shorter length.

Several other fast MCP-PMT detectors were tested in the test
beam at the same time and gave similar excellent results [7,8].
This will be described in a separate future publication.
Please cite this article as: J. Va’vra, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A (2
To conclude, we have shown that it is possible to achieve a
quite good TOF timing resolution with a low gain MCP-PMT
operation. Such a detector would not see a single photoelectron
background, it would be sensitive only to charged particles, and
therefore it might have smaller aging problems. This is a
departure from a previously chosen technique to run a TOF
detector at a very high gain and with a single photoelectron
sensitivity [9]. The aging tests at low gain are in progress.
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